The Caterpillar® 330 DL Excavator is one of the most versatile components of Hulcher Services’ fleet of heavy equipment.

With a lifting capacity of 38,100 lbs. (at 15′0” over front, one-piece boom), a cutting height of 35′3” and digging depth of 26′8”, the excavator is Hulcher’s primary tool for engineering services, flood control, disaster response and site remediation. It is perfectly designed for a wide range of railroad tasks, from moving and installing track panel, diamonds and switches to performing trenching, culvert or ditch work.

Hulcher’s excavators are equipped with a thumb attachment, expanding their capabilities for railroad support. With the thumb attachment, the excavator can be used to move rail, ties, car parts, product, trucks and wheels and can assemble truck sets as well.

The most important part of an excavator is the operator. Many contractors can run excavators in typical construction situations, but Hulcher’s operators are railroad specialists. They have received training in railroad applications, are current in safety and security certification requirements for all Class 1 railroads, and have spent years perfecting their craft in maintenance-of-way environments.

Hulcher maintains a Caterpillar® 330 DL Excavator at our Montreal Division, ready to deploy to your project within 60 minutes of your call.

Hulcher combines the versatility of the excavator with the expertise of our professional operators to offer a powerful solution to a variety of projects at the rail yard or on the right-of-way.
The Caterpillar® excavator is one of the most important components of Hulcher Services’ fleet, supporting almost every service we offer.

Hulcher’s excavators are equipped with a thumb attachment. With the thumb attachment, the excavator can be used to move rail, ties, car parts, product, trucks and wheels and can assemble truck sets as well.

The excavator is perfectly designed for a wide range of services, including:

- Load, unload and install diamonds, retarders and switches
- Perform grade stabilization and trenching, culvert or ditch work
- Remove driftwood from bridge abutments
- Derailment support
- Demolition of structures
- Fuel and oil storage tank services
- Disaster response clean-up
- Transfer / load adjustments
- Environmental remediation
- Emergency environmental response

Hulcher’s operators are railroad specialists. They have received training in railroad applications, are current in safety and security certification requirements for all Class I railroads and have spent years perfecting their craft in maintenance-of-way environments.

Hulcher combines the finest excavators with the most skilled operators in the industry. Call Hulcher today at 800-637-5471 to learn more about our excavators or to schedule them for your next project.